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Overview  
Purpose: This report demonstrates the feasibility of performing spectral deconvolution 

on LC-MS fragmentation data where alternating fragmentation energy is not employed. 

Methods: Spectral deconvolution is achieved by correlating chromatographic peak 

shape functions within a given retention time window. The fragmentation conditions are 

present in all scans. 

Results: The utility of this approach is clearly demonstrated by cleanly deconvolving 

compounds of interest in a complicated matrix to produce spectra that are quite similar 

to conventional MS-MS spectra of the same compounds. The resulting deconvolved 

spectra can be searched against libraries of MS-MS spectra. 

Introduction 
Spectral deconvolution of the fragmentation information from multiple precursor ions has 

been reported1,2 and typically involves using alternating activation energies to resolve 

putative precursor and product ion signals. Correlation of these separate signals 

involves extracting the individual ion-chromatographic peak-shapes for precursor MS 

signal and matching shapes with the peak shapes from the extracted ion 

chromatographic signals for all of the fragmentation signals. This process produces 

reconstructed MS2-like spectra for most if not all of the precursor ions that were 

fragmented, a significant improvement in the number of species that fragmented and 

detected compared with conventional data-dependent methods of analysis. However, 

the current methods all require the collection of alternating fragmentation and non-

fragmentation scans to perform these analysis, which consumes a minimum of two 

scans for each deconvolution step. The approach presented in this report will 

demonstrate that all of the needed information is present in a fragmentation-only 

spectrum and math can be used to resolve and assemble compound specific 

fragmentation spectra: 
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Example 2: Clenbuterol in Rat Urine 

Example 1: Buspirone and Metabolites in Microsome Prep 

Fragment m/z 
Present in MS2 

Experimental Scan 

Present in 

Deconvolved Scan 

A (+H) 122.07128   

B (+H) 265.19016   

C(+H) 150.10257   

D 222.14940   

E 180.10245   

F (+2H) 168.23220   

G 152.22373   

[MH+] – NH2CHCH2 343.32128  (weak)  

M+H+ 386.25505   

  

TABLE 1. Comparison of MS2 fragmentation with the fragments reported by the 

spectral deconvolution of the parent drug Buspirone. 

Fragment m/z 
Present in MS2 

Experimental Scan 

Present in 

Deconvolved Scan 

A (+H) 122.07128   

B (+H) 281.18569   

C(+H) 150.10257   

D 238.14432   

D-(CO) 210.14942   

E 196.09737   

F (+2H) 184.09626   

G - H 139.07646   

[MH+] – NH2CHCH2 359.20777   

M+H+ 402.24997   

TABLE 2. Comparison of MS2 fragmentation with the fragments reported by the 

spectral deconvolution of the metabolite Buspirone-Oxide. 

Buspirone Parent 

 Parent XIC 

TIC 

Metabolite XIC 

Fragment m/z 

Present in Pure 

Experimental 

SID Scan 

Present in Pure 

Experimental 

MS-MS Scan 

Present in 

Urine Sample 

Deconvolved 

Scan 

A  259.07688    

B (+H) (from A) 203.01373    

C(+H)(from B) 168.04487    

D (from C) 132.06875    

Parent 277.08690    

TABLE 3. Comparison of MS2 fragmentation and SID fragmentation with the 

fragments reported by the spectral deconvolution of Clenbuterol in the rat urine 

matrix. 

Deconvolved Spectrum from Urine Mix 

TIC Chromatogram of Urine Mixture 

HCD Spectrum of Clenbuterol in Urine 

(no deconvolution) 

Discussion 
In the first example, the HCD collision energy was sufficient to produce characteristic 

fragments as well as leave a detectable signal for MH+ for both the parent drug, 

buspirone, and the metabolite Buspirone-oxide. Using chromatographic peak shape 

analysis, a deconvolved fragmentation spectra was extracted from the HCD data that 

had a significant number of ions found in the MS-MS spectra of the two compounds of 

interest.  

The second example shows the fragmentation information observed in both convention 

MS-MS using an HCD collision cell as well as SID. The deconvolved spectrum 

compares well with both modes of fragmentation, even though they differ significantly in 

the relative abundance of the fragment ion signals.  

The deconvolution spectrum of Clenbuterol was extracted from a significantly more 

complicated matrix and yet retain much of the specificity found in the MS-MS spectrum. 

In both examples, we are able to collect twice as many fragmentation spectra compared 

with alternate switching between high and low energy methods. The increased number 

of spectra acquired under consistent conditions resulted in a more accurate extracted 

ion chromatogram peak shape with greater detail. The increased detail is a direct 

consequence of the increased number of data points for each peak. 

Finally, in cases where the fragmentation of the molecule leaves no signal for the 

precursor m/z, the deconvolved spectra can be used to search against libraries of MS-

MS spectra for sub-structure and potentially structural information. 

Conclusion 
In this study we have demonstrated the utility of performing chromatographic peak 

shape spectral deconvolution of fragmentation spectra: 

 The method presented in this report produces high quality fragmentation containing 

much of the fragmentation information found in conventional MS-MS spectra.  

 Given the strong similarity to true MS-MS fragmentation spectra, we conclude that 

the deconvolved spectra can be evaluated using methods common to the analysis 

of MS-MS spectra, such as searching against a library of MS-MS spectra. 

 Chromatographic peak shape analysis can be done in the presence of significant 

background as shown in the second example without significant loss of correlated 

structural information. 

 This work details a research investigation and does not represent features or 

capabilities in a present or planned software product release. 
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We will present an approach focused on, and discuss the advantages of using, only 

fragmentation scans thereby reducing the number of scans required for deconvolution to 

one. 

Methods  
Sample Preparation 

The Buspirone data was collected as part of a metabolic time course study. Buspirone 

was incubated in rat liver microsomes and quenched at specific time points. A 5 min 

time point was chosen for this particular study. 

Liquid Chromatography (or more generically, separations)  

The Buspirone separation used a Waters® Acquity® system with a 2.1mm × 150mm 1.7 

reverse phase column. A 5.5 min water/acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid gradient was 

used to elute the samples. 

The Clenbuterol separation likewise used a reverse gradient with a C-18 column. 

Mass Spectrometry 

The mass spectrometer used was a Thermo Scientific™ Exactive™ Orbitrap mass 

spectrometer. Sample vaporization was accomplished using a HESI source, instrument 

resolution was set to 10000 (at m/z 400), and a scan time of approximately  

1 sec.  

The MS-MS spectrum for the Buspirone and Buspirone metabolite was obtained using a 

Thermo Scientific™ LTQ Orbitrap™ hybrid ion trap-Orbitrap mass spectrometer unless 

otherwise noted. 

The SID fragmentation energy for the Clenbuterol experiment was set to 30eV. 

Data Analysis 

For the deconvolution analysis, we used only fragmentation scan data at a fixed 

fragmentation energy, which was set to preserve a small intensity of the precursor 

signal. A summary of data analysis follows: 

A. Identify all ions in the set of fragmentation scans contributing to a chromatographic 

retention time. Extracted ion current chromatograms are generated for each of these 

m/z values. Each chromatographic peak is characterized using a dynamic peak 

shape analysis tool, the output of which is a single (or group) of model functions 

accurately specifying the chromatographic peak shape.  

B. Use the parametric equations describing each peak shape, as determined in  

step 1, to sample all RT related peaks at regular intervals. Using the sampled data, 

calculate the normalized dot-product correlation of every peak with every other peak 

for a given RT. 

C. For every ion signal, create a list of correlated ions by requiring that the correlation 

score obtained in step 2 exceed a threshold, for example 0.90. 

D. Select the highest mass (after correcting for charge state and isotope signals) as the 

putative precursor ion. This assignment can be confirmed via a number of methods. 

E. Assign the remaining masses as putative product ions. 

F. Additional processing such as searching against libraries of MS-MS spectra. 

Results 
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